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AN APPROACH FOR JOB SHOP SCHEDULING USING PETRI NETS
K. KAVITHA1 AND T. BABITHA
A BSTRACT. In this work, Petri Net-based united approach, for instantaneously
modelling and scheduling industrial systems, is offered. A model that explain the implementation of the sequencing in single, multiple workstation, and
“implements priority dispatching rules” to solve the ultimate conflicts, arediscussed. The proposed model was tested by taking a firm environment example
that has flexible job shop-type system. proposed RK max Algorithm has been
experimented for solving sequence problems and compared the result of proposed method with the result of existing methods.

1. I NTRODUCTION
The selection of jobs, and selecting machines for processingand assigning of
resources are operative decisions related to job scheduling which affect the performance in most manufacturing settings. Such decisions have significant impact on system operational costs, efficiency of the system and are often taken
automatically by the users, based on their practice.In order to help this conclusion process, a computational application is required such that it provide a
modelling aid and scheduling techniques, proper production plan [11]. It is
difficult to forecast the performance of industrial systems without modelling,
analyzing, and control systems [9]. Therefore, several methods have been developed to define the performance of industrial systems. Petri nets (PNs) is one
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of them. In 1962 Karl Petri introduces the technique of Petri Net for communication system analysis. PNis a leading graphical tool for modelling, analysing
systems [10]. Using of Petri nets, can visualizing acompound systems, hierarchically and analyse qualitative and quantitative aspects.The qualitative analysis of
physical properties like the absence of deadlocks,overflows and resource sharing, and the quantitative analysis for presentation properties such as material,
consumption rates, typical queue lengths, average completion timescan be visualized by using PN’s. “A Beam Search algorithm was implemented on Petri Nets
in order to find an optimal production schedule [2]. The Branch and Bound
method was used in robot task programming and for selecting the firing transition [6, 7]”. This paper has a completeanalysisabout the Petri Net applications
inmodelling, scheduling of jobs in industrial systems and the number of dispatching rules were implemented for solving eventual scheduling conflicts (selection of jobs in queue, machine priorities) and describing the Gantt chart, and
system performance measures [5, 12]. And also we proposed Rmax Algorithm
for job sequencing and compare it with the Johnson’s algorithm at last [8].

2. P ETRI

NETS

Petri Net (PN) is a mathematical modelling tool. It is a direct bipartite graphwhose nodesare called places and transitions and edges are called directed arrows. Transition(t) of the petri net represents events that should take place and
are regularlyshowed as rectangles. Places (P) represent the cause or result the
events, places are explicitlyshowed as circles. Arcs (a)path from a place to a
transition or from a transition to a place, but not everamong two nodes of the
same kind [13]. Each arc is linked with a number called weight or valuation
function (if omitted, it is assumed to equal 1).
Definition 2.1. A Petri-Net is a five-tuples, P N = (P, T, F, W, M0 ), where,
P = { p1 , p2 , . . . , pm } “is a finite set of places”
T = { t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } “is a finite set of transitions”
F ⊂ (P × T ) U (T × P ) “is a set of arcs (flow relation)”
W : f → {1, 2, 3, . . .} “is a weight function”
M0 : P → {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} “is the initial marking”
P ∩ T = φ and P U T 6= φ.
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A Petri net with the initial marking is symbolized by (P N, M0 ).
A Petri net without any specific initial marking is symbolized by P N = (P, T, F, W ).
Definition 2.2. [3] The marking of a Petri net (PN) is a function M from the set
of places to the set of natural number, i,e., M : P → N . (A marked Petri net is a
Petri net with an associated marking).
A marking of a Petri net with n-places is a “n × 1” vector, which connected with
each place a certain number of tokens represented by black dots, and represents a
state of the Petri net.
The initial marking is denoted by M0 .
“A change in net marking represents the change in the system which is a result of
the occurrence of a sequence of transition firings”.
Firing Rule:“Firing an enabled transition is removes one token from each input
place of the transition and adds one token to each output place of the transition”.
Definition 2.3. [4] A transition (t) is said to be enabled if each input place P of
(t) is marked with at least one token. A firing of an enabled transition (t) removes
one tokens from each input place P of (t), and one token to each output place P of
(t). “An enabled transition may or may not fire (depending on whether or not the
event actually takes place)”.
Definition 2.4. [4] A transition (t) has no input place is called a source transition,
and it unreservedly enabled. And a transition has no output place is called a sink
transition.
(The firing of a sink transition gets tokens, but does not produce anything).
Definition 2.5. [4] A marked Petri net (PN) is said to be in deadlock if and only
if no transition is enabled in that marking.
A marked Petri net (PN) is said to be live if every transition can eventually be fired.
Definition 2.6.
 [4] In PN, the input function I : (P × T ) → N is defined by
1, if a directed arc f rom place P to transition t
i
j
I (Pi , tj ) =
The output
0, if no arc f rom place Pi to transition tj
function O :
(P × T ) → N is defined by
1, if a directed arc f rom transition t to place P
j
i
O (Pi , tj ) =
0, if no arc f rom transition tj to place Pi
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Definition 2.7. [4] The input and output places of transition ti is defined by
IP (ti ) = {Pj ∈ P / I (Pj , ti ) 6= 0} , OP (ti ) = {Pj ∈ P / O (Pj , ti ) 6= 0}
The input and output transition of places Pj is defined by
IT (Pj ) = {ti ∈ T / O (Pj , ti ) 6= 0} , OP (Pj ) = {ti ∈ T / I (Pj , ti ) 6= 0}
Definition 2.8. [4] Timed Petri net is a seven-tuple, T P N = (P, T, I, O, M0 , M1 , τ ),
where,
(1) P is a set of places graphically represented by circles.
(2) T is a set of transitions graphically represented by bars, with P ∪ T 6= 0
and P ∩ T = 0.
(3) I : P × T → [0, 1] is a function that specifies arcs going from transition
to place.
(4) O : P × T → [0, 1] is a function that specifies arcs going from places to
transitions.
(5) M0 : P → {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} is the initial marking,
(6) Mt -Initial timevector, (“The time left for tokens to enable the consistent
output transition”).
(7) τ -Time delays related with places.

3. P ETRI N ET

REPRESENTATION OF A I NDUSTRIAL SYSTEM

Consider amanufacturing system having two machines M1 and M2 and three
jobs, each job process through one phase of operation, which can be processed
on either M1 or M2 . On end of processing, the job is discharged from the machine and a fresh job is loaded into that machine. The following figure (Figure
1) express the Petri nets model of the said manufacturing system and following table (Table 1) provides the clarification of the places and transitions in this
model.
3.1. Simulating the Petri net(Petri Net Algorithm). The steps agrees to the
firing of transitions till the final state is encounter.
Step 1. Let the initial state marking M0 .
Step 2. Identify the enabled transitions:
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F = {(P1 , t1 ), (P1 , t4 ), (P2 , t1 ), (P2 , t2 ), (P2 , t3 ), (P3 , t2 ), (P3 , t5 ), (P4 , t4 ), (P4 , t5 ), (P4 , t6 ),
(P5 , t3 ), (P5 , t6 ), (P6 , t7 ), (P7 , t8 ), (P8 , t9 ), (P1 , t1 ), (P9 , t1 0), (P1 0, t1 1), (P1 1, t1 2), (t1 , p6 ),
(t2 , P7 ), (t3 , P8 ), (t4 , P9 ), (t5 , P1 0), (t6 , (P1 1), (t7 , P1 ), (t7 , P2 ), (t8 , P2 ), (t8 , P3 ), (t9 , P2 ),
(t9 , P5 ), (t1 0, P1 ), (t1 0, P4 ), (t1 1, P3 ), (t1 1, P4 ), (t1 2, P4 ), (t1 2, P5 )}
Step 3. Select a io transition
Step 4. Fireing Instruction.
4.1. Remove tokens from input places of transition tj .
4.2. Calculate the time elapse for firing transition tj .
4.3. Put tokens into the output places of transition tj .
Step 5. Apprise the marking Mi and left over process time Mr vectors.
Step 6. -Carry on the system clock.
Step 7. If Mi = final state then stop, else goto step 2.
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4. S CHEDULING A PPROACH
Scheduling is the activity of deciding which transition should fires, see [1].
The list of enabled transition rules aregiven below:
1. “SPT :(shortest processing time)”.
2. “LPT :(longest processing time)”.
3. “WSPT: (weighted shortest processing time)”.
4. “EDD :(earliest due date)”.
5. “CR :(critical ratio)”.
6. “MS :(minimum slack)”.
7. “ATC :(apparent tardiness cost)”.
4.1. Execution structure (For scheduling). Create a PN model of the particular production strategy and generates a Gantt graph for showing the job sequences in the particular machines and decide the transition rule then:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Develop PN objects.
Develop object Scheduler & choose the firing transition rule.
Run the PN- algorithm till it reaches the final state.
Find the system pointers, Gantt graph and system routine. Measures,
(i) Flow time for job in k th positionis:
P
Fk = ki=1 Pi , Pi -Processing timePof the ith Job.
n
(n−i+1)Pi
Mean Flow time for n jobs F̄ = i=1 n
,
Flow time (Fi ) = Finish time (Fi )- Job arrived time(Fi ).
(ii) Lateness of job i is defined by Li = Ci − di ,
where Ci - finishing time of job i.
di - due date of the job i.
(iv) Tardiness of job i is defined by
Ti = max (Ci − di , 0) = max (Li , 0)
X
T otal tardiness =
Ti .
(iv) Makespan:“Supreme difference between the start and the finish
time of every job”
M akespan = M ax (C1 , C2 , . . . Cn ) ,
X
M akespan =
F low time (Fi ).
i
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(v) System total time: Time span of the start of the 1stjoband the end
of the last.
(vi) Resource utilization: Percentage of consumption time of each machine during the total system time.
(vii) Lateness and Flow time are indicators measure the service quality
and the Makespan, system total time and Resources Utilization are
describing the system’s efficiency.
4.2. Scheduling Jobs For One Station Flow Shop. Any significance sequencing rule can be used to schedule any number of workstations. The specific reule
used to scheduling of several jobs at a single workstation can be divide into two
categories:
(1) “single-dimension rules”,
(2) “multiple-dimension rules”.

4.3. Single -Dimensional rule. The dispatching rules, for instance FCFS, EDD
and SPT are called single-dimension rulesbecause they regulate priority based
on a single characteristic of the job, for example arrival time, due date, processing time.
4.4. Multiple-Dimension rules. Priority rules, for instance CR and SRO are
called multiple-dimension rulesbecause they relate to more than one characteristic of the job for examplejoindata about the residual workstations at which the
job needto be processed, in addition to the processing time at the current workstation or the due date measured by single-dimension rules. Sequence the jobs
in the lowest SRO index order.
Example 1. Consider a job shop problem with five jobs and only one machine.
The jobs processing times, due dates and current situation are tabulated below.
And assume the machine allowed running hours is from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
each weekday, plus holiday hours as needed. The Petri Net representations of the
problem and the scheduling of the machine by using various dispatching rules are
analysed. Per scheduling rule, the average flow time, average times early, and
average times past due are calculated and compared the final results.
Solution: Petri Net of the Problem:
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I. Scheduling by Single -Dimensional rules
a) FCFS Rule: The jobs are sequence under they come in the order
b) EDD Rule : The jobs are sequence under the one with the closest due
date, From the compared results, the EDD rule gives better result than the SPT
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and regarding average past dueFCFS rule best,but gives worse result regarding
average flow time.
When S/RO rule is compare with EDD,CR rule is better, but it is much worse
than the SPT, FCFS rule. Though, EDD, CR, and SRO all have the advantage
of letting schedule changes when due dates change. We can test that, is these
results can be generalized to other situations by processing n jobs.
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This example have exposed that SRO rule is better than EDD with regard to
the percentage of jobs past due but worse than SPT and EDD with regard to
average flow times,and also point out that CR results in extended flow times
than SPT, but CR also results in fewer variance in the delivery of earlier due
hours. Thus, even though the use of the multiple-dimension rules needs more
information, no choice is obviously best.
4.5. Scheduling Jobs For Two-Station Flow Shop. Assume that a flow shop
has more than a few jobs ready for processing at two workstations and that the
course-plotting of all jobs are identical.
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In the scheduling of two or more workstations in a flow shop, the makespandiffers according to the sequence preferred. Determining a manufacture order for
a collection of jobs to minimize the makespan has two advantages:
(1) The collection of jobs are finished in least time.
(2) The usage of the two-station flow shop is maximized.
(3) Using the 1stworkstationconstantlytill it processes the last job reduces
the idle time of the second workstation.
While modelling this example synchronization of the alternative routes of the
two jobs and sharing resource are processed. And when sequencing the jobs it is
essential to state job due dates and precedence, which gives the data about the
machine’s processing excellence and functional consistency.The Petri Net representation of this problem is given in the figure 3, in which, at first state tokens
islocated at both start and resource places, sense that the system is prepared to
initiate processing. “When the tokens is in each of the termination places P7
and P15 after a sequence of fired transitions, the simulation are finished”.

F IGURE 1. PetriNet representation
Here the dispatching rules of EDD and SPT are used; the Gantt graph and the
system measures are tabulated in Table 11. “From the compared result table,
the SPT rule needs a longer total time than EDD rule but the SPT rule shows
just 1 late job while the EDD rule shows 2 late jobs. On the other hand, EDD
only uses Cutter II and SPT only uses Cutter I. These results show that the use of
different dispatching rules has a significant impact on the system performance”.
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F IGURE 2. Cutting Model

5. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, the Petri-Nets representation to the manufacturing system is
studied. The modelling of PN’s in mixture with transition rules in scheduling isdiscussed, and also evaluates and comparesaltered schedules for the alike
production strategy with example. Visualizedworkstation/machine utilization.
Consumptions strength be avital decision’s principles for selecting the greatest
schedule.Tested altered options, varying parameters such as processing periods,
production plan dimensions, alternative paths with suitable examples.Alsowe
have proposed an algorithm called Rmax intended for job sequencing, the result
of the propsedmethod is either optimal or approximate to the existing methods.
In multi jobs and machine problems, Johnson’s rule is not validif the problem
is converted into 2 jobs, whereas the proposed method valid for all types of
problems.
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